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Dive into a world of choice with our eight meticulously crafted 
models. Each one is designed to cater to specific preferences, 
ensuring there’s a perfect match for every boating lifestyle.
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EXPLORE OUR FLEET OF PURPOSE-BUILT FISHING BOATS. 

FROM CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY TO VERSATILE DESIGNS, 

FIND THE PERFECT VESSEL TO ENHANCE YOUR FISHING EXPERIENCE.





SHARE YOUR ADVENTURE WITH STYLE, PERFORMANCE, AND 
THE THRILL OF THE CHASE.

Our Mission… 

At Savannah Boat Works, a great deal of thought goes into each model we  
produce before the first piece of fiberglass is cut. The idea of starting a boat building 
business arose from the owner’s personal experiences with various boats over the years. 
One consistent theme with each boat available on the market seemed to be that many 
models are exclusively geared towards performing a specific function at the expense of 
sacrificing versatility and functionality in others. For years, the lack of versatility in boat 
designs has made it difficult to give the needs of everyone in the family equal attention.

Savannah Boats are thoughtfully designed to accomplish as many tasks as possible 
while considering the interests of your entire family. Building a versatile, all in one model 
is our top priority. Each model is designed to cover all the bases from a relaxing cruise to 
family day at the sandbar while easily switching gears to serious fishing outings from the 
backwater to the blue water. 

Built Right…

While building a top quality versatile boat might begin with the correct design  
attributes, it certainly doesn’t end there. At Savannah Boat Works, we understand that 
today’s boat buyer expects a boat made with top of the line materials utilizing state of  
the art construction standards and the highest quality hardware. Every Savannah Boat  
is built to meet these criteria and made to last for generations. 

All Savannah Boat models are hand crafted with state of the art materials  
including 100% composite construction. Every boat is fitted with foam flotation 
for the safetyof your family and will include high quality hardware across every  
corner of the build process.

BUILT BETTER
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A Model for All Waters…

While we strive to make each of our models as versatile as we can, the popularity of our earliest offerings quickly expanded to include a much 
wider spectrum than a single boat could ever cover. Subsequently, we’ve continued to develop our model lineup to include something for everyone 
regardless of where your adventure is meant to take you.

Whether you call the backwater marsh or a quiet cove, or the coastal inland waterway to distant blue waters offshore home 
- Savannah Boat Works builds a model to meet your needs. We personally encourage you to take the time to get to know the Savannah Fleet.

Savannah 2900  | OFFSHORE Savannah 2200  | OFFSHORE Savannah 220 IS  | INSHORE
2900 2200 220 ISOFFSHORE OFFSHORE OFFSHORE

“EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES - THREE CATEGORIES EIGHT MODELS. THERE’S SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!

LOA 29’ 22’ 22”

Beam 9’ 6” 8’ 6” 8’ 6”

Draft 22” 17” 13”

Deadrise @ Transom 23° 20° 14.5°

Gunnel Height 25 ½” to 33 ½” 25” Midship 18”

Fuel Capacity 280 gal. 72 gal. 72 gal.

Max Horsepower 700 HP 250 HP 250 HP

Dry Weight 7,000 lbs. 3,500 lbs. 2,500 lbs.

Max Weight Yacht Certfied 2,275 lbs. 2,200 lbs.

Persons Capacity 10 Persons 8 Persons 6 Persons

Bridge Clearance 8’ 6” 8’ 5” 7’ 10” with T-top – 5’ 2” w/out T-top



ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?
WHAT SAVANNAH
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Savannah 210x  | INSHORE Savannah 190 IS  | INSHORE Savannah SS21  | SKIFF Savannah SS19  | SKIFF
210x 190 IS SS21 SS19OFFSHORE OFFSHORE SKIFF SKIFF

 21’ 8” 19’ 6” 21’ 4” 19’ 6”

 8’ 6” 8’ 6” 8’ 6” 8’ 6”

 13” 13” 9” 9”

 14.5° – – –

 21” 18” 21” 21”

 72 gal. 45 gal. 32 gal. 32 gal.

 250 HP 150 HP 150 HP 115 HP

 2,400 lbs. 2,000 lbs. – –

 2,200 lbs. 1,900 lbs. 1,850 lbs. 1,650 lbs.

 6 Persons or 900 lbs. 6 Persons 8 Persons or 1,150 lbs. 7 Persons

7’ 10” with T-top – 5’ 2” w/out T-top 7’ 10” with T-top – 5’ 2” w/out T-top – –
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Savannah 2900  | Offshore

2900

OFFSHORE



Savannah 2900  | Offshore

Savannah Boats was founded on a dream

2900
OFFSHORE

29’
LOA

9’ 6”
Beam

22”
Draft

280 gal.
Fuel Capacity

700
Max HP

The Savannah 2900 stands as a genuine center console, designed to optimize 
space and compete with vessels up to 32 feet in size. With the option of twin 
350s, this offshore center console guarantees the performance you desire.
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With its convenient console bait/tackle station, seatback rod holders, optional 
T-Top rocket launchers, and the possibility of an outrigger upgrade, the Savan-
nah 2900 offers an ideal rigging station for a group of anglers seeking offshore 
action. Additionally, our new convertible transom fishbox option provides extra 
livewell space, enhancing your fishing experience even further. 

For a comfortable ride, our integrated wraparound aft seating is provided, 
and there’s even the option for a Wet Sounds Audio system to enhance your 
experience.

Anchor – Roller Chute

Baitwell – Aerated with Power Stream® Venturi Aerator

Bow Bolster & Bow Cushion

Bow Table with Stand

Cleats – Pull Up

Compass – Ritchie

Compression Latches

Electric – Battery Charger 4 Bank with Inlet

Electric – Quad Battery Management System

Premium Upholstery

High-Quality Materials: We use top-tier materials 
such as marine-grade vinyl, UV-resistant thread, 
and foam padding that can resist mold  
and mildew.

Console Tackle Center

A valuable addition to any fishing vessel, making  
it more efficient and enjoyable for anglers to 
access and manage their tackle and  
equipment while on the water.

LED Cockpit Lighting

LED lights are energy-efficient and consume 
significantly less power than traditional lighting 
sources. This is important on boats where  
conserving battery power is essential.

Social Seating

Both forward and aft social seating are popular 
choices for boat owners who want to create  
inviting and sociable spaces on their vessels.

Freshwater – Sink & Transom Shower

Head – Electric, Macerator & Holding Tank

Hinges – Friction Hinges

Hull Color – White

Ladder

Powder Coat

Rod Boxes/Storage

Rod & Cup Holder (2)

Seating – Deluxe Helm Station: Tackle Station, Frigid 

Rigid Cooler, Independent Electric Seats

Seating – Rear

Seating – Forward Facing Backrest Port & Starboard

Shipping – Cover or Shrink Wrap

Steering – Stainless Steel Wheel withPower Knob

Steering – Hydraulic or Electric

Stereo – Wet Sounds Marine Media Center, 4 Wet 

Sounds 6.5” Speakers with Amp

Storage – Port & Starboard Insulated Fish Boxes/

Storage with Diaphragm Pump

Tackle Box

Top – Fiberglass Hard Top with Spreader Lights & Rod Holders

Trim Tabs with Lighted Indicator

Upholstery – Nantucket Sand or Sterling with GT Package

Washdown (raw-water)

Windlass – SS Anchor, 285’ rope and 15’ chain (300’ total)

Integrated Windshield w/ Powder Coated Frame



Savannah 2200  | Offshore

2200

OFFSHORE



Savannah 2200  | Offshore

2200
OFFSHORE

22’
LOA

8’ 6”
Beam

17”
Draft

72 gal.
Fuel Capacity

250
Max HP

Ready for a family-friendly offshore fishing experience like no other? Our 2200 
Offshore is tailor-made for those seeking thrilling ocean escapades with loved 
ones. From casting lines to creating lasting memories, this vessel is your gateway 
to the ultimate fishing adventure.
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Premium Upholstery

High-Quality Materials: We use top-tier materials 
such as marine-grade vinyl, UV-resistant thread, 
and foam padding that can resist mold  
and mildew.

Expansive Storage

Having a designated storage space for gear  
and your catch makes the days outing that much 
easier. Savannah incorporates as much storage  
as possible in each of our models.

LED Cockpit Lighting

LED lights are energy-efficient and consume 
significantly less power than traditional lighting 
sources. This is important on boats where  
conserving battery power is essential.

Smart Design Cockpit Layout

A smartly designed cockpit layout is essential  
for maximizing the functionality, comfort,  
and safety of a boat.

Savannah Boats was founded on a dream
Built with your family in mind, our 2200 seamlessly combines offshore prowess 
with comfort. It’s not just a fishing boat; it’s a platform for shared moments and 
unforgettable catches. Navigate offshore with confidence! The deep-V hull 
design ensures a smooth and stable ride even in challenging waters, providing 
a secure and enjoyable experience for the whole family. With a length of 22 feet, 
the 2200 offers ample space for your crew.

Key Features:

Available Options:

• Aerated Baitwell
• Bow Bolster & Bow Cushion
• Pull Up Cleats
• Ritchie Compass
• Compression Latches
• Dual Battery Backup System, W/VSR
• Porta Potty
• Friction Hinges

• Bow Table with Stand
• Bow Rails
• Battery Charger 2 Bank with Inlet (Single 

Engine)
• Factory Installed Electronics
• Two-tone Color Option
• Side Stripe

• Ladder 
• All fiberglass Rod Boxes/Storage
• Rod & Cup Holder (2)
• Fire Extinguisher Box
• Aluminum Leaning Post with Backrest, 

Tackle Drawers and Cooler
• Forward-facing Bow Backrests
• Rear Seating

• Underwater Lumitec LED Lighting
• Anti-fatigue Mat with Savannah Logo
• Misters
• Powder Coat
• Outriggers – TACO Grand Slam 280 
• Outriggers – TACO Grand Slam 390
• SeaDek – Factory Installed

• Hydraulic/Tilt Steering
• Wet Sounds Stereo System
• Tackle Box
• Nantucket Sand Upholstery or Sterling 

with GT Package 
• Washdown (raw-water)

• Stainless Steel Stearing Wheel
• Wet Sounds Stereo Package Upgrade
• Hard Top Color Treatment
• Trim Tabs with Lighted Indicator
• Fiberglass Hard Top with Spreader Lights, 

Rod Holders, Speakers (2)



Savannah 220 IS  | Hybrid Inshore
INSHORE



Cast Into Adventure with Our 220IS!

Key Features:

Available Options:

Bring the whole crew along! Our 220IS is spacious, family-friendly, and equipped  
with features that make it ideal for both serious fishing and family outings. Create 
lasting memories with those who matter most. With specialized fishing features like 
live wells, spacious casting deck, and ample storage, our 220IS caters to the needs 
of dedicated anglers. From sunrise to sunset, experience the thrill of the catch on our 
purpose-built 220IS Hybrid Inshore fishing boat.

• Deluxe Leaning Post w/Under Seat 
Storage

• Tilt Hydraulic Steering 
• Premium Stereo with two (2) Speakers 
• Expansive Bow Storage

• Pick your Power 150HP to 250HP
• Simrad Electronics Package
• Matching Fiberglass
• Hardtop w/Integrated Spreader Lights 

• Easy Access Console Door
• LED Naw Lights
• Fresh Water Washdown
• Forward Console Seat with 

Backrest

• Canvas T-Top w/Integrated 
Spreader Light

• Powder Coat Package
• PowerPole

• Hydraulic Jack Plate
• Pull-up Cleats 
• Gunnel Mounted Rod racks
• Stainless Boarding Ladder
• Trolling Motor Pre-wire

• TrimTabs
• Livewell Plumb
• Additional Two (2) speakers
• Underwater Lights

Savannah 220 IS  | Hybrid Inshore

220 IS
HYBRID

22’
LOA

8’ 6”
Beam

13”
Draft

72 gal.
Fuel Capacity

250
Max HP

Ready to take your inshore fishing experience to the next level? Our Hybrid Inshore 
models are designed for the avid angler, offering the perfect blend of performance, 
versatility, and comfort. Whether you’re a seasoned pro or a weekend warrior, it’s 
time to gear up for unforgettable moments on the water. From stealthy approaches 
to swift getaways, our 220IS is your key to the best inshore fishing experience.

Premium Upholstery

High-Quality Materials: We use top-tier materials 
such as marine-grade vinyl, UV-resistant thread, 
and foam padding that can resist mold  
and mildew.
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LED Navigation Lights

LED lights are known for their energy efficiency, 
longer lifespan, and durability. They consume  
less power, making them more environmentally 
friendly and cost-effective for boaters.

Family-Friendly Features

Spacious seating, ample storage, and a user 
friendly layout make our skiff perfect for families. 
Pack a picnic, cast a line, or simply enjoy the 
 sun—the possibilities are endless.

Angler’s Dream

With specialized fishing features like live wells, 
casting decks, and ample storage, our boats  
cater to the needs of dedicated anglers. From 
sunrise to sunset, experience the thrill of the catch 
on our purpose-built inshore fishing boats.



Savannah 210x  | Hybrid Inshore

210x

INSHORE



Designed for the ultimate fishing experience
Notable specifications include a draft of 13 inches, a deadrise of 14.5 degrees,  
a dry weight of 2,400 pounds, and a fuel capacity of 65 gallons. This combination 
allows the boat to effortlessly navigate shallow backwaters with the same ease and 
comfort as it handles nearshore wrecks and reefs. Discover a Hybrid Inshore model 
that seamlessly balances performance and practicality — 
the Savannah 210x awaits your next aquatic adventure.

Savannah 210x  | Hybrid Inshore

210x IS
HYBRID

21’ 8”
LOA

8’ 6”
Beam

13”
Draft

72 gal.
Fuel Capacity

250
Max HP

Climb aboard the Savannah 210x, a bay boat designed with a V-bottom hull, 
prioritizing fishing versatility and exceptional performance in challenging waters. 
This bay boat exceeds expectations in its price range, offering more features 
than the average boater anticipates in today’s market.

Unmatched Performance

Effortlessly navigate shallow backwaters or  
conquer nearshore wrecks and reefs with ease. 
This hybrid inshore strikes the perfect balance 
between high-performance and practicality.
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Premium Upholstery

High-Quality Materials: We use top-tier materials 
such as marine-grade vinyl, UV-resistant thread, 
and foam padding that can resist mold  
and mildew.

Feature-Packed Excellence

Uncover a world of features that go beyond the 
ordinary. The Savannah 210x IS offers more than 
you’d expect, setting a new standard for bay  
boats in today’s market.

Family-Friendly Features

Spacious seating, ample storage, and a user 
friendly layout make our 210x IS perfect for families. 
Pack a picnic, cast a line, or simply enjoy the sun—
the possibilities are endless.

Key Features:

Available Options:

• Deluxe Leaning Post
• Diamond Stitch Cushions
• Hydraulic Steering
• Premium Stereo w/Two (2) Speakers
• Expansive Bow Storage
• Easy Access Console Door

• Choose your Hull COLOR
• Pick your Power 150 HP to 250 HP
• Simrad or Lowrance Electronics  

Package Matching Fiberglass
• Hardtop w/ Integrated Spreader Lights

• LED Nav Lights
• Raw Water Washdown
• Forward Console Seat w/Backrest 

Fiberglass Hatches
• Pull-up Cleats
• EVA Foam Bolsters

• Canvas T-Top w/ integrated 
Spreader Light

• Powder Coat Package
• Power Pole
• Trim Tabs

• Stainless Boarding Ladder
• Trolling Motor Pre-wire
• Livewell Plumbing
• Rod Holder / Cup Holder
• Leaning Post Storage Box

• Additional Two (2) speakers
• Underwater Lights
• Aft Backrest
• Aft Cushions



Savannah 190 IS  | Hybrid Inshore

190 IS

INSHORE



Dive into the boating lifestyle on our 190IS!

Key Features: Available Options:

Perfectly crafted for novice boaters eager to make a splash, this model is your 
gateway to stylish water adventures. Geared towards anglers, it promises top-notch 
performance, stability, and all the fishing amenities needed for an exciting day on the 
water. Whether you’re a seasoned pro or just starting your boating journey, the 190IS 
caters to your every fishing need. From a V-bottom hull for smooth rides to meticulous 
attention to detail in fit and finish, this model sets a new standard in the boating world.

• Standard Leaning Post
• Hydraulic Steering
• Premium Stereo w/Two (2) 

Speakers
• Bow Storage
• Removable Console Door
• LED Nav Lights
• Forward Console Seat w/Backrest
• Grab Rail
• Livewell Pump
• Pull-up Cleats
• Transom Stainless Boarding
• Ladder w/Platform

• Choose your Hull COLOR
• Pick your Power 115HP or 150HP
• Anodized T-top 
• Powder Coated T-top
• Powder Coated Leaning Post 
• Power Pole
• Trim Tabs 
• Trolling Motor Pre-wire
• Additional Two (2) speakers 
• Underwater Lights
• Simrad Package

Savannah 190 IS  | Hybrid Inshore

190 IS
HYBRID

19’ 6”
LOA

8’ 6”
Beam

13”
Draft

45 gal.
Fuel Capacity

150
Max HP

Step into boating with style aboard our 190IS, tailored for the novice boater  
eager to embrace the water. Crafted with the angler in mind, this model delivers 
top-notch performance, stability, and all the fishing amenities essential for a 
day dedicated to chasing fish. Designed with a V-bottom hull, and meticulous 
attention to detail in fit and finish, our 190IS stands out, setting a new standard 
that distinguishes it from the competition.

Premium Upholstery

High-Quality Materials: We use top-tier materials 
such as marine-grade vinyl, UV-resistant thread, 
and foam padding that can resist mold  
and mildew.
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Self Bailing Deck

The purpose of a self-bailing deck is to  
automatically drain and expel water that may 
come on board, preventing the accumulation  
of water on the deck and ensuring a safer and 
drier environment for passengers.

Family-Friendly Features

Spacious seating, ample storage, and a user 
friendly layout make our skiff perfect for families. 
Pack a picnic, cast a line, or simply enjoy the  
sun—the possibilities are endless.



Savannah SS21  | Hybrid Skiff

SS21

SKIFF



Don’t just dream about the water—dive in!

Key Features: Available Options:

Are you ready to elevate your family outings to a whole new level? Our SS21 hybrid 
skiff is crafted for the perfect blend of excitement and comfort, making every  
moment on the water a cherished family memory. Spacious seating, ample  
storage, and a user-friendly layout make our hybrid skiff perfect for families.  
Pack a picnic, cast a line, or simply enjoy the sun—the possibilities are endless.

• Leaning Post w/Rod Holders
• Hydraulic Steering
• LED Nav Lights
• Pull-up Cleats
• Self Bailing Deck
• Positive Foam Floatation
• Bow Storage
• Swim Platform w/Ladder

• Choose your Hull COLOR
• Pick your Power – 115 HP or 150 HP
• Pick Your Cushions
• Forward Seat Cushions
• Bow Filler Cushion
• Aft Seat Cushions
• Forward Backrest Inserts
• Aft Backrest Inserts
• Bimini Top
• Anodized T-top w/6 Rod Holders
• Powder Coat Package

• Premium Stereo w/Two (2) 
Speakers

• Deluxe Console w/Molded Seat
• Standard Console w/Cooler
• Livewell Plumbing
• Trolling Motor Pre-wire
• Dash Storage Box
• Ski Tow-bar

Savannah SS21  | Hybrid Skiff

SS21
SKIFF

21’ 4”
LOA

8’ 6”
Beam

9”
Draft

32 gal.
Fuel Capacity

150
Max HP

Our SS21 is built with the family and fisherman in mind. Versatility is key. We offer 
a full cushion package that is removable converting this model from family 
cruising to a fishing machine.  Rod holders are strategically placed throughout 
and options to add even more.  9” draft allows access to skinny waters and 
perfect for sandbar fun with the family.
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Premium Upholstery

High-Quality Materials: We use top-tier materials 
such as marine-grade vinyl, UV-resistant thread, 
and foam padding that can resist mold  
and mildew.

Positive Foam Flotation

Flotation foam is strategically placed within the  
hull and other compartments of the boat to 
displace water and provide buoyancy.

LED Navigation Lights

LED lights are known for their energy efficiency, 
longer lifespan, and durability. They consume  
less power, making them more environmentally 
friendly and cost-effective for boaters.

Self Bailing Deck

The purpose of a self-bailing deck is to  
automatically drain and expel water that may 
come on board, preventing the accumulation of 
water on the deck and ensuring a safer and drier 
environment for passengers.



Savannah SS21 - Duck Edition  | Hybrid Skiff

SS21

SKIFF



Gear up, blend in, and let the hunt begin! 
The Savannah SS21 Duck Edition was designed with a low profile to minimize visibility 
and help hunters blend into their surroundings. The natural colored gelcoat and 
upholstery help the boat blend in with the natural environment, making it less  
noticeable to ducks. These design features are crucial for staying concealed from 
ducks and other waterfowl.  The 8’ 6” beam also provide stability for hunters who may 
need to stand, move around, or shoot from the boat.

Savannah SS21 - Duck Edition  | Hybrid Skiff

SS21
SKIFF

21’ 4”
LOA

8’ 6”
Beam

9”
Draft

32 gal.
Fuel Capacity

150
Max HP

The Savannah SS21 Duck Edition was purpose-built to meet the specific needs 
of duck hunters, providing features that enhance stealth, maneuverability, and 
convenience for hunting in marshes, swamps, lakes, and rivers.

The shallow draft of our Hybrid Skiff is the perfect platform to navigate through 
shallow waters and marshy areas where waterfowl often gather.
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Premium Upholstery

High-Quality Materials: We use top-tier materials 
such as marine-grade vinyl, UV-resistant thread, 
and foam padding that can resist mold  
and mildew.

Positive Foam Flotation

Flotation foam is strategically placed within the  
hull and other compartments of the boat to 
displace water and provide buoyancy.

LED Navigation Lights

LED lights are known for their energy efficiency, 
longer lifespan, and durability. They consume less 
power, making them more environmentally friendly 
and cost-effective for boaters.

Self Bailing Deck

The purpose of a self-bailing deck is to  
automatically drain and expel water that may 
come on board, preventing the accumulation of 
water on the deck and ensuring a safer and drier 
environment for passengers.



Savannah SS19  | Hybrid Skiff

SS19

SKIFF



Savannah SS19  | Hybrid Skiff

Reel in the thrill of the catch! 

SS19
SKIFF

19’ 6”
LOA

8’ 6”
Beam

9”
Draft

32 gal.
Fuel Capacity

115
Max HP

Our 190IS is perfect for the novice boater that is ready to get out on the water in 
style.  Built with the fisherman in mind, this model offers performance, stability, 
and every fishing amenity you need for a day out chasing fish.  Our deep V  
hull design,  attention to detail, fit and finish set this model set it apart  
from the competition.

Premium Upholstery

High-Quality Materials: We use top-tier materials 
such as marine-grade vinyl, UV-resistant thread, 
and foam padding that can resist mold  
and mildew.
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Positive Foam Floatation

Flotation foam is strategically placed within the hull 
and other compartments of the boat to displace 
water and provide buoyancy.

Leaning Post Storage

This ample storage compartment beneath the 
leaning post is frequently utilized for storing a 
variety of items, including fishing tackle, life  
jackets, and other essential boating gear.

Key Features: Available Options:

Our SS19 is built with the family and fisherman in mind. Versatility is key. We offer 
a full cushion package that is removable converting this model from family 
cruising to a fishing machine.  Rod holders are strategically placed throughout 
and options to add even more.  9” draft allows access to skinny waters and 
perfect for sandbar fun with the family.

• Storage Under Leaning Post
• Hydraulic Steering
• LED Nav Lights
• Pull-up Cleats
• Self Bailing Deck
• Livewell Plumbing
• Positive Foam Floatation
• Bow Storage

• Choose your Hull COLOR
• Pick your Power
• Pick Your Cushions
• Forward Seat Cushions
• Bow Filler Cushion
• Aft Seat Cushions
• Forward Backrest Inserts
• Aft Backrest Inserts
• Bimini Top
• Anodized T-top w/6 Rod Holders
• Anodized Leaning Post

• Powder Coat Package
• Swim Platform w/Ladder
• Premium Stereo w/Two (2) 

Speakers
• Standard Console w/Cooler
• Trolling Motor Pre-wire
• Dash Storage Box
• Ski Tow-bar
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WHITE GELCOAT

CAROLINA BLUE GELCOAT

GREY GELCOAT

COBALT BLUE GELCOAT

SEAFOAM GELCOAT

BLACK GELCOAT

LIGHT GREEN GELCOAT

Gelcoat  | Available Color Options
Choose a color that makes your Savanannah stand out.
Savannah Boat Works uses only premium marine grade gelcoat as it offers several 
benefits for boat surfaces and finishes. Here are some key advantages:

UV Protection: Premium gelcoats are formulated to provide excellent UV resistance. This 
helps protect the boat’s surface from the damaging effects of prolonged sun exposure, 
preventing fading and degradation

Easy to Clean: The smooth and glossy surface created by premium gelcoats makes it 
easier to clean the boat. Dirt, salt, and other contaminants are less likely to adhere to the 
surface, simplifying maintenance.

Repairability: Premium marine gelcoats are often designed to be repairable. This means 
that if the surface gets damaged, it can be repaired without compromising the overall 
appearance or performance. 

Professional Finish: Boats coated with premium gelcoat often have a professional and 
polished appearance. This not only enhances the owner’s pride but can also contribute to 
the resale value of the boat.

*Gelcoat color swatches shown are approximate. 
Printed colors are not an exact match for gelcoat 
colors and are shown for representation only.
 
Savannah Boat Works does not guarantee or warranty  
colors or shades to match the representation here.
Please visit an Authorized Savannah Boat Works  
Dealer for actual color samples.
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Savannah Boat Works uses premium marine-grade upholstery to ensure that 
boat interiors remain comfortable, stylish, and durable, even in challenging 
marine conditions.

What does this mean to you?

Premium Upholstery   | Comfortable, Stylish, Durable
Premium marine-grade upholstery offers a range of benefits designed to withstand the 
unique challenges of the marine environment. Here are some key advantages:

Water Resistance: Marine-grade upholstery is typically water-resistant or waterproof.  
This feature helps prevent water absorption, which is crucial for maintaining the integrity 
and durability of the upholstery in a marine setting.

Mold and Mildew Resistance: The materials used in premium marine upholstery often 
have antimicrobial properties, making them resistant to mold and mildew. This is especially 
important in the humid and damp conditions common on boats.

UV Resistance: Exposure to sunlight can cause fading and deterioration of upholstery  
materials. Premium marine-grade fabrics are designed to resist UV rays, helping to  
maintain the color and appearance of the upholstery over time..

Saltwater Resistance: Marine environments expose upholstery to saltwater, which can  
be corrosive. Premium marine-grade materials are resistant to the corrosive effects of 
saltwater, ensuring longevity and performance. 

Quick Drying: In a marine environment, upholstery may get wet due to splashes, rain,  
or cleaning. Premium marine-grade materials are designed to dry quickly, preventing  
the growth of mold and ensuring a comfortable seating experience.

Stain Resistance: Accidental spills, stains, and exposure to various substances are  
common on boats. Marine-grade upholstery is often treated to resist stains, making it  
easier to clean and maintain.

Abrasion Resistance: Boating activities can subject upholstery to abrasion from  
constant movement and contact. Premium marine-grade fabrics are often  
abrasion-resistant, reducing wear and tear over time.

Easy Maintenance: Marine-grade upholstery is often low-maintenance. It can be  
easily cleaned with mild detergents or specialized marine cleaners, making it convenient  
for boat owners to keep their upholstery in top condition. 





SAVANNAH BOATS WAS FOUNDED 
ON A DREAM

Savannah Boats was founded on a dream, born from the owners personal 
pursuit of his own perfect boat – a Hybrid fishing boat that could be a inshore 
and offshore fishing boat or family boat, crafted in every detail to match the 
boat he had envisioned for years. Now occupying a 20,000 square foot facility in 
North Carolina.

Much of what we do is inspired by our families and as boaters ourselves, we 
understand, that versatility is key. Therefore, we created a hybrid boat that could 
be inshore & offshore, family or fishing, and affordable. Here at Savannah boats 
we like to say, “It’s not my boat, it’s not your boat, it’s OUR boat.”

Savannah boats are built better. Our vessel features  state of the art materials 
with no wood, 100% composite hull construction & foam floatation. The V-hull 
entry and soft chines make for a smooth ride separating Savannah boats from 
its competition.

Savannah boats are built better…

Why you should choose a Savannah Boat?



BUILT BETTER

377 King Mill Road
Four Oaks, NC 27524

(919) 495-6388 
info@savannahboats.com


